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The Point hours of operation
7:00am – 9:00pm
Open 7 days a week.

2022 marks the 100th anniversary of
CC Young! That means 100 years
serving seniors!
Each month in 2022 the Lifestyle Guide
will showcase moments and
information from the last 100 years!
This month we highlight
100 Years of Innovation
Innovation is the process of creating
value by applying novel solutions to
meaningful problems. By That definition
CC Young has been on track for the last
100 years, making strive in innovation in
technology, activities, classes and our
resident interaction.

THE POINT
AND PAVILION
Our 20,000 square foot
center of life enrichment is
the cornerstone for
CC Young’s vision to
enhance the lives of seniors
on our campus and in our
community. The Point is a
destination for ages 55 and
better to flourish in body,
mind and spirit.
The Point includes an art
gallery, auditorium, movie
theater, fitness center,
library, café, meeting and
classroom space.

The Point offers a full
calendar of enriching
activities, workshops,
courses, concert
performances, a rotating art
exhibit and much more.
The Pavilion and Central
Park serve as our outdoor
entertainment area and
gathering space. It is the
perfect place to relax, spend
time with family members,
fellow residents, dine, read,
or enjoy one of our many
special events.

Stay tuned for additional special events
throughout 2022 as we celebrate the
100th anniversary of CC Young!

OUR MISSION

To foster premier environments where every life
at every age is valued and enriched.

OUR VISION

To enhance the quality of life for all
we serve.

•
•

SPIRIT
SPIRIT

Senior Life Ministry
In the tradition of Rev. Christopher Conley Young,
our Senior Life Ministry Team offers a variety of
pastoral care services for our residents, families
and all team members.
We provide opportunities for spiritual growth at
every age and every circumstance.
Contact Senior Life Ministry
Rev. Mike Nichols: 469-400-2858
mnichols@ccyoung.org
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Innovation: A Look Back,
To The Future
Brian Parman, Director The Point & Pavilion
November 2022

Saturday morning cartoons were a mainstay with my family. One of my favorite
shows was a futuristic family cartoon called The Jetsons, which premiered in
1962. The show was set 100 years in the future in the year 2062, foretold of flying
self-driving cars, robotic maids, flat screen televisions, wearable technology, pill
cameras, holograms, and 3-d printed food and so much more. It’s hard to wrap
my head around the fact that we're over half-way to 2062 now, but surprisingly,
some of the technologies they predicted can be found on our campus today.
The Jetsons accurately predicted both technologies
decades before they would become commonplace. The main character of the
cartoon George Jetson, regularly read the news on a digital device that looked
suspiciously like the iPad. George and his family also managed to stay connected
via wearable technology. Even George’s son, Elroy, rocked a smartwatch.
Despite airing in the 1960s and again in the 1980s, the creators of The Jetsons
accurately foretold 3D printing. More importantly, they predicted that 3D printed food
would eventually become a thing. In some of the show’s earliest episodes, the Jetson
family was fed via a food-making machine. Jane the matriarch of the show, would hit
a button, and a machine would print the family’s food choice for the evening, including
pizza. While 3D printed food isn’t exactly mainstream today, it’s something that
printers can do. In fact, several companies have developed 3D print food items,
and it all started with Pizzas for NASA astronauts. A company called BeeHex created Chef 3D in 2017.
Reportedly their machine can produce a printed, edible pizza in under five minutes.
Just like The Jetson’s, the “pill cam” aka Capsule Endoscopy portrayed in the
cartoon is not only a reality but a game changer in modern medicine. A tiny
wireless camera sits inside a vitamin-size capsule that you swallow that takes
thousands of pictures of your digestive tract and wirelessly transfers them to a
recorder you wear a belt around your waist.

It doesn’t stop there! Scientists and software developers have created counterparts
to Rosie the Robot Maid which are now for sale in a growing number of models to
assist with a variety of household chores - can you say Roomba?
Considering how we've already managed to achieve much of what was foreseen
back in 1962 is an interesting lesson about innovation and the pace of change of
digital technologies and how they touch into every aspect of our everyday lives.
Record numbers of seniors embraced and have adapted
the use of technology into their everyday lives. It’s hard to
imagine life without a mobile phone. We can make phone
and video calls or meetings, create and send instant text
and emails, pay bills, shop online, take photos and videos,
listen to music, or read a book and watch television all with
a device we wear on our wrist or hold in the palm of our
hands.
Microchips sometimes smaller than our fingernails make it
possible to operate appliances, make phone calls or other
simple task with a simple voice command. That same
microchip is integral in the creation lightweight portable
oxygen concentrators found on the market today that give
the user freedom to engage in life in ways never before possible. We’re sending and receiving emails and
text messages instead of using “snail” mail which used to take days, weeks or months, that now happens
almost instantaneously. Our 50+ page Active Senior Lifestyle Guide is printed in-house on a Versant 280
Press that prints in full color, collates, trims, binds, staples, and folds at a rapid pace all with the help of
those same little microchip. It’s mind blowing to me!

Medical records and imaging are now digital making it easier to securely share and expedite medical
diagnoses and treatment plans. Similar technologies alert our team to make a wellness check on any
resident had not crossed a sensor within their apartment by a pre-determined time. Our urgent care
pendant system provides peace of mind and assistance when residents need it most. With the push of a
button and alerts our team of their general geographic location on campus to locate them.
CC Young made a major investment in our technology infrastructure on our campus that included
upgrades cabling, bandwidth, cameras, sound, lighting, and video editing equipment allowing us to share
programming at The Point with seniors both on and off campus that might not otherwise have been able to
participate. Residents from across our campus can now preview a comprehensive list scheduled activities
and events via our internal information channel 80 and/or to engage in selected programming from the
comfort and safety of their own home via our internal broadcast channel 81. Our programming evolved
from over time to include from broadcast of wellness classes, worship services, campus news, special
events and the production of original content such as the Table Talk Program with Linda Leonard &
Friends.
This fall our team is currently working through the logistics for the roll out of the app to both residents and
point members giving each group the opportunity to review, search, reserve space for events and activities,
connect with others using the resident directory through an app called Touchtown that can be downloaded
to resident or point members mobile phone, tablet, laptop or computer. This app will allow the user to not
only see, search and confirm participation in various activities but also the ability interact with one another
as well as CCY staff members. Real time push notifications can be sent to residents or specific participants
with event reminders or change notices. Participants will also be able to share real time feedback and
evaluations about our programming.
The Jeston’s really had it going on…. since we know that this pace is only quickening, imagine how far we
will have advanced when 2062 finally rolls around!

By Russell Crews
President and CEO
November 2022
This month is dedicated to 100 years of Technology.
Technology’s evolution is fascinating especially when you note the impact on everyday life. Think about
the impact on farming when tractors replaced horses and mules. And what about Henry Ford’s creation
of an assembly line for manufacturing cars? That invention alone brought down the cost of cars making
them affordable so that more could own one. Eventually automobile manufacturing was a leading product
and drove the global economy.
From the standpoint of our industry, senior living is also feeling the
impact of technology. It is certainly a factor at CC Young.
Technology is mission critical for our operations. Over the last
several years, we, like many others, have made the decision to
move many of our software platforms from our own [campus-based]
servers, to internet-based hosting. This move is more cost effective
because it reduces the need for high end, on-site servers. Also,
there is less maintenance required on our part and less exposure of
down time for regional weather issues. Another benefit, and maybe
the most important benefit, is that moving systems to the cloud
helps mitigate exposure from ransomware and hacking. Exposures
to both ransomware and hacking have increased in just the last few
years and often result in huge expenditures to repair systems.
CC Young has moved to the cloud: our Microsoft Office Suite, MatrixCare operational database,
Laserfiche electronic document management, VoiceFriend communication system, electronic admissions
and more.
Additionally, our campus cameras have moved to web-based hosting. Part of this
process was upgrading the cameras themselves which resulted in better resolution.
The move also gave us more memory enabling a longer “history” to view: We
moved from being able to see footage within only the last 30 days to now seeing
more than 6-9 months’ history.
We are upgrading all the network switches in all buildings so that we can improve
internet speed. That upgrade expanded (doubled!) our internet band width to allow
more efficient video streaming.
As you know, in the summer of 2020, we updated The Point media room. The technology we had there
was from the original building which opened in 2007. Current technology now allows us to produce a
much higher product and broadcast same all over campus in a higher resolution of both sound and video.
Yes, we definitely experience (and benefit from!) technology!

Village Update
By Jen Griffin
Vice President, Engagement
November 2022
This month we highlight 100 Years of
INNOVATION IN TECHNOLOGY!
Really? Hmm…I
guess now is the
time when I need to
confess to my lovehate relationship
with technology.
The easiest way to
explain it is this: I LOVE TECHNOLOGY
WHEN IT WORKS! I hate it when it doesn’t.
Happily, my professional life has required
that I use technology in the office
environment which has forced me to learn
things I may not have learned otherwise.
As an example, during college, I worked at a
TV station for 2 years. After college, I went
to work for a mainframe computer sales and
leasing company. I come from the era of
being impressed with an electric typewriter
so experiencing the technology I was
exposed to in just these two jobs was so
cool to me! My ‘growth’ with technology has
continued with each step of my professional
journey and I am grateful for the
experiences and coaches along the way.

Another confession? Just like softball,
learning new technology does not always
come naturally to me, but practice helps.
The younger generations (especially 40 and
below) have never lived without
computers and cell phones and apps.
They came out of the womb with the
intuition to navigate through technology.
For my generation, computers were a new
innovation and were relegated to NASA

projects and the like! Now, our cell phones
have more computing power than those
mainframe systems did. Can you believe
that? Incredible!
As for technology in the last 100 years, I see
it as one of mankind’s outlets for creativity
and innovation. Inventions are generally the
response to a need. When you think about
it that way, it is astonishing to see how far
we’ve come and how far we continue to go.
Consider the age of computers as I
mentioned above – and the evolution to
today’s applications. Going back even
farther, remember ‘communication’ was
originally on horseback with riders carrying
letters across country. There was the
telegraph, then telephone, then faxing, then
cell phones, then texting/SMS messaging
and more! Crazy! And the lists go on!
(refer to page 38 for a more in depth
review!) Bottom line is: Technology has
exploded and continues to boggle the mind
as to what is out there. Millions of people
on this planet are adapting every day and
creating using technology to answer a
question or solve a problem or hopefully
help in some way. THAT is truly impressive!

Take a moment to stop
and ponder technology.
What are the most
significant technology
advances in your life?
For me, calculators and
computers, then fax
and copy machines,
the internet, email,
cellphones, hand-held
computers (phones!), GPS tracking, and
video streaming top the list.
I’m curious: What’s on your list? Start a
conversation with your friends and family
and let me know about the top innovative
technology items you’ve experienced in your
lives. I bet we share some of the same –
and I know there will be many more!

Learn More about Team CC Young!
Raul Cabello,
Director, Housekeeping
Raul has over 15 years of experience managing environmental services for
Senior Living facilities, and has been certified in the management of Assisted Living facilities since 2011. He joined CC Young in 2016 and now directs
Environmental, Housekeeping, Maintenance and Security services. He relocated to Houston in 1987 to manage Charter Hospitals. Since then, he’s
lived in various Texas cities. He now calls Grand Prairie home. As for East
Dallas, he says he loves the area’s ‘Texan hospitality.’ “Most people you
meet here are very friendly and welcoming,” he remarks.
MORE ABOUT RAUL CABELLO
Raul was born in Sancti Spiritus, Cuba and his favorite vacation spot is Miami. The first car he ever owned
was an SS Chevelle Chevrolet. His three most interesting dinner guests (dead or alive) are Gary Sinise,
Lou Holtz and his wife, Barbara.

Josefina Little
Assistant Director, Housekeeping
Josefina “Josie” joined CC Young in 2002 as a Housekeeping Supervisor.
After living out of state for a while, she rejoined CC Young in 2010, again as
a Housekeeping Supervisor, and quickly moved in to an Assistant Director
role.
Josefina was born in Mexico (Guanajuato) and came to the U.S. with her
family when she was 14 years old. Away from work, Josefina likes to spend
time with her family and in East Dallas, she likes to visit the area’s
restaurants.
MORE ABOUT JOSEFINA LITTLE
Her favorite flavor of ice cream is vanilla. Her first car was a 1995 Oldsmobile and her best Halloween had
her dressing up as Beetlejuice.

Technology Innovations

As we approach the close of 2022, we can look at the
many new ideas and methods that literally changed
numerous facets of our everyday! We see
innovations in the form of instant communication
(text and email) messages; same day delivery of
various goods, cars that communicate with the
roadway and are powered by electricity. We
communicate today using a computing and
communication tool that processes and stores data in
various formats: text, audio, video, and transmits
phone signals, data packets, and text messages.
Our watches track steps, monitor heartbeats, alert help
after a fall and receive phone calls in addition to
displaying time. The mobile device in our pocket also
connects wirelessly to hearing devices for both
medical necessity and pleasure, keyboards, watches,
and many other accessories.
In our homes, we have
intelligent and automated
products that sweep our
floors, light our homes,
and capture motion in and
around our properties.

communication preferences; staff and your support
team will also provide insight into new methods and
techniques of accessing information, means of
communication and even delivery of services. There
is always that old-school way of learning via research
and reading. Find introductions, discussions, videos
and more at AARP online or in hardcopy via the
AARP Bulletin.
What’s next? I think we will see technology
innovations where mobile devices and computers get
smaller, faster, and even more intelligent. I look
forward to enhancements in computer and Internet
security and privacy. News from the Cleveland
Clinic includes advancements in mRNA vaccines
where cost-effective treatments of cancer and
infections are becoming available. You cannot open a
newspaper or other current events resource without
discussions of alternate energy sources or other means
of fueling transportation.

Additionally, technology and lifestyle innovations
allow us to conduct professional commerce and
personal health checkups from our dining room
tables.
Innovations also include
a now common, medical
advancement - joint
replacement; dating back
to 1968, the knee
replacement is one of the
most successful and
frequent, medical procedures in medicine today.
Together with hip and even shoulder, joint
replacements highlight improvements in surgical
techniques and materials making joint replacement
effective, common and mobility-enhancing.
Keeping up with innovations can be a challenge, but
does not have to be an unpleasant task. Family and
friends are your best source for changes in

We highlight technology and lifestyle innovations
in Technology classes at the Point where we offer a
broad selection of in-person classes covering
smartphones, tablets, computers, the Internet and
how to use and manage new methods…and
materials. We are always looking to teach relevant
new, tech-related topics and we appreciate your
feedback. Email us at srtech@ccyoung.org with
any ideas or special requests.

November: 100 Years of
Innovations in Technology
When we think of innovation we tend to think of Technology and inventions that have improved daily life. Every year
brings new inventions. Some permanently change our lives almost overnight, some take time to become ‘part of the
furniture’, and some disappear as soon as they are patented because there was never a real need for them. Over
the last century there have been thousands of patented ideas around the world and whilst we may not notice some
of them, many are exciting and completely life changing Here are some ground breaking inventions from the last
100 years.
Computer
Computers are an essential part of most of our lives. Thanks to computers, space
exploration became a reality, medical science became more advanced and the
entertainment industry was able to take a huge leap forward. The first to be patented were
created by Johan Mauchly and Presper Eckert in 1946. This was the computer which all that
were to follow were based on. It was the size of a huge room and paved the way for the
computers we use today. Without this invention, there would be no games consoles,
computer chips, calculators, laptops or digital cameras today – perhaps the most influential
invention of the last 100 years.
Smartphone
Fifteen years ago, many people were still coming to terms with learning how to use a basic
mobile phone to send texts with a few select models having very limited and slow internet
access. The concept of an appliance with phone and computer features was patented by
Theodore G. Paraskevakos in 1973 but it lay dormant for over two decades. Some toyed
with the use of the palm top computer to organize their lives but the first smartphone
actively marketed was manufactured in 1999 by Japanese company NTT Docomo. In 2014,
90% of handsets sold are either Android or Apple with over a billion smartphones now in
usage.
Electronic Television
Philo Farnsworth and Vladimir Zworykin take the credit as being the inventors of the TV
which changed how we watch entertainment as it combined a visual format to the sound
being produced. Might be rather difficult to watch the cup final on this original model due to
the small size (3” inches) and the snooker would be all but impossible with the lack of
color.
Compact Cassette Tape
The first compact cassette tapes were launched in 1962 by Philips, swiftly followed by the
first dictation machine in 1963. Philips was unprepared for the popularity of their blank
cassette tapes as they quickly became used across the world for use in the office, the home
and in the bedroom for many wannabe singers. Cassette decks became widespread for
home audio systems, cars as well as portable recorders. A major boost in popularity came
with the invention of the Sony Walkman in 1979, which was a portable headphone only
music device.

Microwave Oven
Before the microwave, people had to wait – yes wait – to re-heat or cook their food. It would
often take up to an hour to re-heat a meal. The microwave was an accidental discovery by
Percy Spencer involving a bar of chocolate in 1945 when working for Raytheon. He noticed
that microwaves started to melt the bar he had in his pocket. The now commonly seen piece
of kitchen equipment was patented in 1947 and the first appliances were 1.8m tall, weighed
340kg and cost around £3,000 (probably ten times the price of a house at that time).
Through technological development, we can now all produce a TV dinner in minutes and
have a melting bar of chocolate to thank for this.

Video Game Consoles
Ralph Baer changed the way children – and adults – spend their spare time when he invented the Magnavox Odyssey in 1968. He was also responsible for the introduction of the light
gun and the commercial sensation game called
Simon in the 1980s and is now seen as one of the most influential entertainment inventors
of modern time.
Flash Drive
As personal computers developed in the 1980s and 1990s, there came the need to store
more and more information. This was then combined with people wanting portability of
information from machine to machine. Whilst the floppy disc was used to hold files, they
had very limited storage capability. Most people owned a pile of floppy discs which often
became strewn around desks or in drawers as the amount of files they needed access to
increased.
This changed with the invention of the Flash Drive by Toshiba engineer Fujio Masuoka in the early 1980s. He gave it
this name because of the way erasing information reminded him of the speed of a camera flash. His idea had no way
though of docking with computers at the time and it was down to Ajay Bhatt when he was working at Intel to develop
the USB. It was still another four years though until the first flash drive stick was invented and made available in 2000
with a hefty – at the time – storage capacity of 8 Megabytes.
World Wide Web
Whilst many see the internet and the acronym WWW as being one and the same, they are
two separate beasts. The internet is the system behind the page you’re now viewing, the
World Wide Web is the system of interlinked documents across the internet. This is all
down to Sir Tim Berners-Lee, who in 1989 was working as a software engineer for CERN.
He realised the potential of linking computers together – and how to achieve it, so it was
useful and accessible. The rest, as they say, is history.
Compact Disk
Now famous TV footage shows the first CD’s available being heralded as so indestructible
that you could spread jam on them. Marketed as a way of playing music with a previously
unheard of clarity and the fact they – apparently – couldn’t be damaged. The invention of
the CD in 1980 by the joint efforts of Sony and Phillips meant that the days of buying vinyl
were very quickly numbered.

Post-it-Notes
No office, diary or ideas book can be without them. Yellow, pink, green or blue, squares or
hearts, they are an indispensable and for many office workers a much prized possession
which will only be shared at a few at any one time.
The unique glue with low tack re-adhesive properties was invented in 1968 by Spencer
Silver when he was actually trying to develop extra strong glue. He tried for five years to
find people to really ‘get’ the idea and it was only when a friend suggested using it to mark
a hymn book that companies finally saw the potential and they were first seen on sale in
1977. The original yellow color was also unintentional as the first ones were made from
scrap paper and yellow was the only choice.
Sliced Bread
The ultimate invention which coined the phrase ‘best invention since sliced bread’. Any item
invented then after 1928 had a lot to live up to after Otto Frederick Rohwedder cut his first
loaf in his bread slicing machine at the Chillicothe Baking Company of Chillicothe, Missouri.
The product was named ‘Kleen Maid Sliced Bread’ and was a success from the start.
Other than a 3 month 1943 ban in America on the sale of sliced bread due to wartime
conservation measures, it’s been on the table of every household across the world ever
since.
The famous phrase is thought to have originated in 1962 when Jeanne Boardman wrote a letter to letter to the St.
Joseph, Missouri, Gazette to say that the ‘Hints from Heloise’ column ‘is about the greatest thing since sliced bread’.
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Total Hearing provides complimentary 2nd Thursday of every month
hearing aid cleanings and hearing
2:00pm – 4:00pm at The CCY Clinic
screenings. There will be a charge
OR
for wax removal and for purchasing
hearing aids.
4th Tuesday of every month
3:00pm – 5:00pm at The Point

Book Your Appointment by calling: Total Hearing 214-987-4114.

Wednesday, November 9
4:00pm
at The Point
Led by Elena Jeffus

